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IPHEN is a cooperative project started in 2006 with the aim of producing nationwide maps of analysis and forecast of plants phenological stages mainly used to satisfy the needs of agriculture, health and
environmental care. It is a data processing system composed of the following main segments (a) collection of atmospheric and phenological data (b) processing of data with suitable phenological and geostatistical models; (c) production of phenological maps of analysis and forecast
Since 2010, IPHEN has been supported by Agroscenari project.
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Phenological model is based on the evaluation of thermal resources by means of normal heat
hours (NHH).
One of the IPHEN strenghts is the match between phenological observations and
phenological simulations: therefore IPHEN observers send their data from the field every
week.
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Maps of phenological analysis and forecast are available on the website
of the project www.cra-cma.it/iphen/mappe.asp together with
original records, original bibliography, the survey protocols and
manuals. Since the end of 2011, the maps, with other
agrometeorological analysis, have been organized in a
downloadable weekly bulletin.
Fig. 1 - Topografia media del periodo 16-22
maggio per il livello di pressione di 500 hPa
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IPHEN system has constantly improved in terms of number of handled species, observation
sites, number of maps and numbers of observers, involving a growing group of volunteer
professional phenologists from different discipline areas (agriculture, health, natural
sciences and so on).
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